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Quantitative Evaluation of Fiber Fuse
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One of the reasons of the sluggish growth of transmission capacity in optical  

communication and optical energy transfer is "fiber fuse", a light-induced continuous

breakdown of silica glass optical fibers, in which confined plasma moves to the light  

source.

The optical lines become at risk of being destroyed for a long distance when the input  

power exceeds a value that allows to propagate a fiber fuse. Fundamental knowledge of  

this phenomenon is needed to prevent such a disaster.

• S. Todoroki, Scientific Reports, 6, 25366 (2016) doi: 10.1038/srep25366 →

• S. Todoroki, "Fiber fuse", NIMS Monographs, Springer Japan, Tokyo (2014)

• "Fiber fuse propagation modes in typical single-mode fibers", OFC/NFOEC(2013)

Research outcome

 The first quantitative examination of fiber fuse initiation.

 The outer heating is necessary for triggering the laser  

light-heat conversion, but extra amount of light does not  

promote the initiation of "fiber fuse".

 Reduction of the troubles of fiber fuse not only in  

optical communication systems but also in "Power on  

Fiber" applications including observation stations  

exploring sea floors and glaciers.
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 A fiber fuse is initiated with a local heating of optical

fiber  segment delivering several watts of light.

However, its quantitative examination was never  

reported before because of the irreproducible nature  

of heating process.

 An arc discharge heater in a fusion splicer is shown

to  be useful for organizing the total amount of input  

energy, i. e. heat/light flow and irradiation time.

 As shown in the figure, the laser power required for a

fiber fuse initiation does not decrease with increasing

the arc discharge intensity where 100% corresponds

to the intensity for standard fusion splicing.

 Instead, two states appeared between "initiated" and

"no deformation". These appear because of the  

energy exhaustion during the initial heating and the  

successive transition to the steady state.
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